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Abstract: The vision of whole cities covered with dynamic networks of ―talking cars‖ is gradually becoming a reality. 

The network thus formed is Vehicular Ad hoc Networks (VANETs). Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET) has 

become cynosure in the current decade. In the modern era the invention of smart vehicles have made VANET utmost 

important application to be implemented. But every boon has a curse hidden in it so is the case with the VANET. As 

VANET is an emerging research area so are its security issues. There are various attacks that can occur on VANET but 

the most vital is the Sybil Attack. In Sybil attack the attacking node creates multiple forge identities in order to gain a 

disproportionately large influence. This survey paper briefly presents various Sybil attack detection mechanism in 

VANET.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In past few years, there is a fast improvement in the field 

of wireless and mobile communication. Mobile 

Communication Technologies have innovatively 

developed and developing ―do it all‖ devices by leaps and 

bounds which has explosively triggered the growth of 

mobile data users: 1.5 billion users will use the new 

mobile data services by the end of 2017 according to the 

International Data Corporation [1]. This will led to a 

significant increase in wireless mobile traffic and demand 

for network resources in near future. 

An important emerging wireless or mobile networking is 

an infrastructure-less ―ad hoc‖ networking between mobile 

devices. Such networks are self configuring networks 

consisting of a set of mobile nodes that are connected by 

shared wireless channel forming an arbitrary topology 

without using any existing infrastructure or Central 

Management System [1]. In an Mobile Ad hoc network, 

each mobile node acts a host or router and forward the 

packets to other network in the node. These nodes are 

distributed randomly in the network and continuously 

participate or leave the network while moving. Vehicular 

Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is a special class of MANET 

in which entities that forms the network are vehicles and 

gives the concept of ubiquitous computing for future [2]. 

With VANET, vehicles can be turned into a network that 

will provide services similar like the ones used in offices 

and homes. 

Every envisioned application of VANET requires that the 

nodes continuously broadcast vital information such as 

speed, location which will increase the awareness of 

vehicles about their whereabouts and warn drivers of 

dangerous situations [3]. Traffic Management 

Applications require data dissemination in a multi-hop 

network to alert vehicles regarding traffic situation while 

Commercial Application require unicast routing. VANET 

has unique features like high mobility, dynamic topology  

 

 

limited transporting distance, distributed nature of 

operation which makes routing protocols developed for  

MANET show degraded performance in VANET 

scenarios[4].   
 

 
Figure1. Vehicular Ad hoc Network 

 

A routing protocol decides the way of exchanging 

information between two communication entities. It 

utilizes the routing information to choose the next link 

whose maintenance is easy to realize according to 

performance criteria[5]. It establishes route, forward 

decision and maintain or recover from route failure. It’s 

main aim is to provide an optimal path via minimum 

overhead[6].The performance of routing protocols 

depends on the characteristics of underlying network or 
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environment. For example, at high node density, an on-

demand protocol that diffuses requests  on entire network 

at each route discovery may cause an important control 

traffic that prevents sending data packets. With table-

driven protocol, the topology information kept at each 

node may become obsolete incase of high node mobility 

[7]. For a highly dynamic topology environment, Pro-

active routing protocols need to update routing 

information more frequent. While Reactive routing 

protocols maintain routing information only when there is 

a data packet to send. So, Reactive protocols are best to 

adapt into VANET environment [8].  

 

II. VANET ARCHITECTURE 

 

VANET architecture uses two kinds of communication 

devices: (1) On-board Units (OBUs) and (2) Road-side 

Units (RSUs). As name represents, OBU is equipped in a 

vehicle and RSUs are positioned on roadside. Every OBU 

contains a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, 

Event Data Recorder (EDR), a radar and computing 

platform. GPS recipient gives information about speed, 

geographic location, acceleration of a node and direction 

of movement at mentioned time intervals. EDR device 

stores the received and transmitted messages [3, 5]. 

Information saved in EDR can help in recreation of an 

emergency/accident condition for later analysis after the 

happening of an event. The computing device is utilized to 

take suitable actions in reply to messages obtained from 

other nodes. Radar is employed for determining obstacles 

close to the vehicle. Every vehicle also has an omni-

directional antenna that the OBU utilizes to use a wireless 

channel. An RSU is same as an OBU in that it has a 

computing device, antenna, sensors and transceiver. It is a 

static device positioned on roadside. An RSU may be 

equipped at road intersections or implanted in traffic-light 

for traffic control. It can be positioned for commercial 

usage also. For instance, a restaurant can utilize an RSU 

for advertisement of its existence. An RSU may utilize 

either omni-directional or directional antenna based on the 

kind of application.  
 

Fig 2. Illustrates a general VANET architecture. VANET 

is not a pure ad-hoc network as an infrastructure in the 

form of RSUs may available in several parts of the 

network. Sometimes, there may not be any infrastructure 

on highway. VANETs provide support to two kinds of 

communications: (1) Vehicle-to-Vehicle and (2) Vehicle-

to-RSU. A V2R communication enables vehicular safety 

applications, involving collision warning as well as other 

ITS applications i.e. high speed tolling and local traffic 

information for routing. 
 

All the nodes are aware of their own motion and position 

details. They exchange this information with neighbouring 

nodes at periodic intervals. Every vehicle saves 

information about itself and neighbour vehicles in a local 

database. This database records are forwarded to 

neighbouring nodes and roadside resources periodically. 

These forwarded messages help in managing the 

information.  

 
Figure 2: VANET ARCHITECTURE 

 

Consider a vehicular adhoc network with five nodes.The 

circle represents the communication range of vehicle. 

Nodes that can communicate directly are neighboring 

nodes. A node keeps track of its neighboring nodes by 

listening for HELLO messages at particular intervals[13]. 

Suppose Node1 wants to send messsage to Node3, shown 

in Fig 3. 

 

 
Fig 3: Node1 broadcasts RREQ 

 

Since Node1 can not communicate directly with Node 3, 

so it broadcasts RREQ into the network as shown in Fig 4.  
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Fig 4. Node2 sends RREP and Node4 send RREQ to   

Node3 

 

Node2 and Node4 listens to RREQ. Node2 has route to 

Node3 ,so it sends reply to Node1 by sending RREP[14]. 

On the other hand, Node4 does not have a route to Node3 

so it rebroadcast the RREQ, shown in Figure 5.  

 

 
Fig 5: Node1 forwarding RREP to Node4 

 

Node3 receives RREQ from Node2 and adds a route to 

Node1 via Node2. Node1 compares the sequence number 

in RREQ and RREP. It notices the route in RREP has 

better route so it replaces the route it currently has in its 

routing table with the route in Route Reply, shown in Fig 

6 [15][16]. 

 
Fig 6: Node1 forwarding RREP to Node4 

 

III.  SYBIL ATTACK 

 

As VANET is an emerging research area and so are its 

security issues. There are many security issues in VANET 

but here in this section we will be dealing with one of its 

major security issue i.e the Sybil Attack. Sybil attack is a 

malicious attack in which the attacker creates multiple 

identities and uses them to gain a disproportionately large 

influence. SYBIL attack is very grievous as the attacker 

can play any kind of attack with the system scaling down 

the efficiency of VANET to a larger extent and thus 

making it less feasible for practical approach. These forge 

identities also creates a semblance that there are additional 

vehicles on the road. 
 

 
Figure 7: SYBIL ATTACK 

 

Thus the need of ensuring that any confidential 

information is neither modified nor misused by an 

attacker.  For the prevention various strategies have been 

developed to prevent intruders from attacking the system. 

Some of it includes resource testing, public key 

cryptography, Passive Detection through Single Observer, 
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Passive Detection through Multiple Observer, Propagation 

model, Active Detection by Position Verification, Sensor-

Based Position Verification. Now we will discuss all of 

these one by one. 

Resource Testing: - proposed by Douceur, this technique 

can be utilized to detect Sybil attack. It is based on the 

assumption that every single node has confined 

computational resources. But this technique has few 

limitations too. The first one is any malicious node may 

have more resources as compared to authenticated nodes. 

Secondly, this can bring out network congestion as there is 

a large number of replies/requests messages on the 

network. 

Public Key Cryptography:-  another mechanism of 

resolving Sybil attack is by the use of public key 

authentication. In this technique the digital certificates 

provided by TTP are combined with signatures utilizing 

the asymmetric cryptography. There is a CA for each 

region which issues certificates. The CA follows a 

hierarchy.  

 

 
Figure 8: HIERARCHY OF CA 

 

The nodes communicate with each other by sending 

signed messages. The authenticated messages are kept and 

rest are ignored thus preventing Sybil attacker from 

intruding into the system. The problem with this approach 

is that it is very complex, time consuming and requires 

large memory. 

Sensor-Based Position Verification:- malicious nature of 

the nodes is detected by using multiple sensors rather than 

using stationary infrastructure. The verification of the 

location information given by GPS system and detection 

of forge position information is done by using sensor data. 

The authentication of a node is done by calculating a trust 

value. 

Active Detection By Positioning Verification:- this 

technique is based on the position based cells. It uses the 

front and back radar for detection of obstacles in its path. 

Each cell broadcast a beacon message. After receiving the 

message the GPS position and position calculated by radar 

are matched if both the positions match than the message 

is accepted else ignored.           

IV. RELATED WORK 

 

There are various techniques being developed to prevent 

and detect Sybil attack so far.  

Harsimrat Kaur et al. [1]; Here another approach uses 

genetic algorithm for the efficient detection and prevention 

of Sybil attack in vehicular city environment. This 

approach is based on the fitness function optimization. 

Initially a network is deployed than Sybil attack is shown 

on it. Finally the values for the parameters such as network 

load, throughput, packet delivery ratio and end delay is 

checked. Than genetic algorithm is applied on the network 

and values are rechecked. Finally comparison between 

both the values is done and Sybil attack is detected. The 

results of this approach can be further improved by using 

hybridization of genetic algorithm.  
 

Priyanka Soni et. al. [2]; Here authors showing a new 

approach to avoid Sybil attack and that is GPRS 

algorithm. The methodology includes deployment of a 

scenario in which required number of nodes will be 

initialized and then GPSR (Geographic routing protocol) 

will be deployed. If some node is intersecting the range of 

another node then its verification will be done on the bases 

of coordinates, in this way attacker nodes can be identified 

and authentication will be done by the RSU (Road Side 

Unit) by checking the identities of nodes and comparing  

them with its node table, if two or more than two identities 

exist then malicious node is identified. The problem with 

this technique is that it requires large memory storage and 

is also a time consuming process. 

Soyoung Park et. al. [3]; In this paper authors using a 

time stamp series approach to detect Sybil attack. Initially 

a network is created with some vehicles having 

communicating capability and road side infrastructure. It 

is rare that two vehicles pass different RSU at the same 

time. This correlation between the vehicles is used for the 

authentication of messages. The main challenge in this 

scheme is that it becomes very complex in the urban city 

environment.  

 

V. GENETIC ALGORITHM 

 

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are search mechanisms 

depending on natural selection and genetics principles. We 

begin with a summarized introduction to simple genetic 

algorithms and related terms. GAs encodes the variables of 

decision of a search problem into finite-length strings of 

alphabets of particular cardinality. The strings that are 

candidate solutions to the search problem are called 

chromosomes, the alphabets are called genes and the genes 

values are referred as alleles. For instance, in a problem 

i.e. the travelling salesman problem, a chromosome 

indicates a route, and a gene may indicate a city. In 

opposite to conventional optimization mechanisms, GAs 

work with parameters coding, instead of parameters 

themselves. To develop good solutions and to carry out 

natural selection, we require a evaluation for 

differentiating good solutions from bad solutions. The 

evaluation could be an objective function that is a 

computer simulation or a computational model, or it can 
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be a subjective function where humans select better 

solutions over bad ones. In essence, the fitness evaluation 

must find a candidate solution’s relative fitness, which will 

later be utilized by the GA to guide the development of 

good solutions. Another significant concept of GAs is the 

population notion. Unlike conventional search techniques, 

genetic algorithms depend on a population of candidate 

solutions. The population size, which is normally a user-

mentioned parameter, is one of the significant element 

influencing the scalability and genetic algorithms 

performance. For e.g., small population sizes might cause 

to premature GOLDBERG, 98 SASTRY AND 

KENDALL convergence and results substandard 

solutions. On the other side, large population sizes cause 

to unessential expenditure of important calculation time. 

Once the problem is encoded in a chromosomal way and a 

fitness evaluation for distinguishing good solutions from 

bad ones has been selected, we can begin to develop 

solutions to the search problem utilizing the adopting. 
 

Step: 1 Initialization. The starting population of 

candidate solutions is normally produced randomly 

throughout the search space. Since, domain-specific 

knowledge or other information can be easily integrated.  

Step 2 Evaluations. Once the population is started or an 

offspring population is generated, the fitness values of the 

candidate solutions are measured.  

Step 3 Selections. Selection assigns more copies of those 

solutions with greater fitness values and hence enforces 

the survival-of-the-fittest technique on the candidate 

solutions. The significant concept of selection is to choose 

better solutions to bad ones, and several selection 

mechanisms have been introduced to achieve this idea, 

involving stochastic universal selection, roulette-wheel 

selection, and tournament selection and ranking selection, 

many of which are explained in the next section.  

Step 4 Recombination: It integrates parts of two or more 

parental solutions to generate novel, possibly better 

solutions (such as offspring). There are several ways of 

achieving this (some of which are talked about in the next 

section), and competent performance rely on a suitably 

designed recombination technique. The offspring under 

recombination will not be similar to any specific parent 

and will instead integrate parental traits in a new way.  

Step 5 Mutation: While recombination works on two or 

more parental chromosomes, mutation temporarily but 

changes a solution in a random way. Again, there are 

several mutation variations, but it normally includes one or 

more changes being built to an individual’s trait. In other 

words, mutation represents a random walk in the candidate 

solution vicinity. 

 Step 6 Replacement: The offspring population generated 

by selection, recombination, and mutation substitutes the 

real parental population. Some replacement mechanisms 

i.e.  Generation-wise replacement, elitist replacement and 

steady-state replacement mechanisms are utilized in GAs. 

Step 7 Repeat steps 2–6 until a ceasing condition is 

achieved. Goldberg has compared GAs to mechanistic 

versions of specific modes of human innovation and has 

indicated that these operators when examined individually 

are inefficient, but when integrated together they can 

Genetic Algorithms work well. This view has been 

described with the fundamental intuition and innovation 

intuition concepts. The similar study compares a 

integration of selection and mutation to continual 

enhancement (a form of hill climbing), and the integration 

of recombination and selection to innovation (cross-

fertilizing). These analogies have been utilized to evolve a 

design-decomposition mechanism and known as 

competent GAs—that solve complicated problems 

reliably, frequently and accurately—both of which are 

described in the later sections. This chapter is scheduled as 

follows. The next section offers explanation of individual 

steps of a typical genetic algorithm and proposes various 

famous genetic operators.  

 

 
Fig. 9 Flowchart of GA 

 

This is the mechanism for determination of Sybil attack 

Adopted by the framework flow chart: 
 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: obtain the parameters of network from the 

provided VANET system. Every chromosome is then 

measured for a fitness function by taking several network 

parameters. 

Step 3 : Compute threshold T1= average (NPi). Then the 

threshold is found by computing the average of the 

individual parameters of network. Then the fitness value 

for every network parameter is determined 

Where, T1 = First Threshold 

NPi = Network Parameter i.e. throughput, network delay, 

for I = 1, 2, 3….N. N= Total no of nodes in the network. 

Step 4 : Encode chromosomes depending on threshold 

measured. 

Step 5 : Then arrange chromosomes depending on fitness, 

(NPi<=T1) then {NPiop =1} else {NPi =0}. 

Step 6: Now, determine T2 as the weighted average of the 

network parameters. Then the supporting Sybil nodes are 
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the ones with the value of all the optimum parameters to 

be zero. Hence these nodes are determined and drawn 

versus their node identification no. 

Step 7: Stop. 

Below flowchart is the introduced mechanism to prevent 

Sybil attack in the network. The very first step is the 

collection of network parameters i.e. , no. of rounds, no. of 

nodes, network width and network length. After that 

network deployment occurs that represent the data packets 

transmission from source node to destination node. After 

that detection of Sybil nodes occurs in the network. After 

this evaluation of Sybil attack parameters occur. Then 

employ genetic algorithm to analyse these parameters so 

that Sybil attack prevention occurs. In the end again 

parameter measurement has been performed while 

optimizing with genetic algorithm. Optimization has been 

performed utilizing combination of fitness function and 

thresholding. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we have talked about defence techniques 

against Sybil attack in VANETs. With respect to the 

studies in this field, every technique has some benefits and 

drawbacks for implementing. Resource testing 

mechanisms are not enough to implement for Sybil attack 

detection with high accuracy in VANETs. Authorization 

techniques are more useful and reliable for message 

authenticity, integrity and privacy and there are proper 

mechanisms in this category for practical implementation 

in urban fields. In opposite, position verification 

techniques are easy and lightweight for implementation 

and if they possess high accuracy for position verification, 

we can employ them for other security objectives such as 

position verification after obtaining location information 

that periodically forward by vehicles for position regarded 

applications. So choice between two latest techniques is 

based on schemes, needs and assigned cost in every 

country. 
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